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Message from CEO
Dear PointPay family! 

The second quarter of the challenging 2022 
year is over. I want to take this opportunity 
to sum up our achievements in comparison 
to the pre-set objectives and briefly review our 
plans for the next months.

The price of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies 
has been declining in recent weeks. As a result, 
some investors are losing confidence in the 
industry's strength. I want to reassure our 
investors and customers that we won't let 
anything stop us from building an ecosystem 
of innovative crypto products.

I am truly convinced that PointPay is the rising star in the cryptocurrency 
world. This is thanks to an impressive team of developers and executives and 
excellent marketing that positions PointPay as a real alternative to the 
traditional banking system. 

With each passing quarter, we're learning more about what it takes for us 
to continue providing you with the level of service you expect from PointPay. 
We ensure we have our finger on the market's pulse and improve our services 
accordingly. As a CEO, I will do everything in my power to build a product that 
exceeds your expectations. 

Let's revolutionise the financial industry together!
Vladimir Kardapoltsev

CEO of PointPay



Values

We strive to provide the 

widest possible range 

of crypto banking services 

to any person with an Internet 

access.

Mission 

Vision

To facilitate financial freedom 

by providing universally 

accessible crypto banking 

services.

Accessibility
We focus on providing crypto banking 
products and services to every 
customer with internet access 
worldwide.

Innovation
We are committed to developing 
innovative financial solutions that 
create value for clients around the 
world.

Professionalism
We hire only the best professionals 
in our industry to ensure that our 
customers receive the highest level 
of service.

Social responsibility
In every decision, we consider the 
interests and values of broad social 
groups and society as a whole.

Customer centricity
It is important for us to understand 
our customers' expectations and take 
them into account in every decision 
we make.

Transparency
We strive to build open and trustful 
relationships with our clients, 
investors, and business partners.



The total market capitalisation of cryptocurrencies has fallen below $1 trillion as the global 
crypto market cap shrank by over $2 trillion after peaking at over $3 trillion in November 
2021. Almost all the top coins are now worth half or even less than their all-time highs.

Industry Snapshot

After a huge bull run in 2020 and 2021, the crypto market hasn't been stable throughout 
the year. The industry has been under pressure from the US Federal Reserve, which has 
raised interest rates in recent months to fight inflation. However, the current crypto winter 
started in the first week of May when the major coins fell along with the stock market. 

The recent collapse of the "stable coin" TerraUSD and the major problems of companies 
such as Coinbase and Celsius have led to a massive sell-off by investors experiencing 
bearish sentiments.

Source: CoinMarketCap

Despite the overall decline in digital asset prices, the PXP token was among a minority 
of assets that could maintain their relative price stability and even grow slightly.

Cryptocurrency market capitalization, Jun 2021 – Jun 2022, Bn USD

LUNA and UST Price Movement, as of May 11, 2022

Source: CoinDesk



First Half of 2022 at a Glance
We've been working hard on broadening our product range over the past six 
months, launching new solutions such as Launchboard, Escrow, and HR Talents 
platforms. We've also been attracting new users and retaining existing ones.  
As a result, we've managed to increase our exchange trading turnover to $58 
million, 16% compared to the end of 2021.
Our efforts resulted in an increase in:
• visits to our products to 1.1 million;
• monthly active users of our platform to 240 thousand - 20% more than 

at the end of last year;
• downloads of mobile apps by 15% compared to last year.

* Half-year growth

$58 Mn
Ecosystem snapshot

+16%

Visits to Web, iOS and Android

1.1 Mn
+10%

Exchange trading turnover

Visits to Web, iOS and Android

115 K
+15%

Monthly active users

240 K
+20%



• Implemented the Unified Balance System

• Implemented the KYC procedure for our customers

• Listed PXP on the Solidbit exchange

• Announced partnership with NFTsky

• Released new website and mobile apps design

• Released PointPay Escrow Platform

• Released PointPay HR Talent Platform

• Added new currencies to our ecosystem; added new trading pairs to the exchange

• Completed all withdrawal requests

• Implemented a new cryptoloan mechanism

• Established an exclusive partnership with Coins Rating

• Completed 2 token burns; in total, 4.7 million PXP were removed from circulation

• Added more local languages to make our platform even more user-friendly

• Won two nominations at the Forex Awards 2021: Best Trading Platform and Best 
Mobile Trading App

• Released the Launchboard project

• Released Quick Exchange in our mobile apps

• Implemented new brains for exchange on GoLang - New matcher and Gateway

• Added a new payment provider – Moonpay

• Completed 3 token burns, in total, 6.3 million PXP were removed from circulation

Our major achievements 
in the First Half of 2022

Q1 2022

Q2 2022



• Implemented new website design on the main page, footer, and header on all 
product pages

• Redesigned the registration process, and simplified it on the backend

• Expanded and simplified the KYC procedure

• Embedded link to the NFT Sky partner page

• Integrated new Buy PXP page

• Strengthened account security

• Updated and improved work of the FAQ and Media About Us sections

• Optimized the main page

• Performed preliminary work to improve the page loading speed

• Redesigned the Settings, KYC, 2FA, and Support pages

• Improved display of the main menu for ease of use and navigation

• Introduced a new Bug Report feature

• Implemented Classic Exchange version

• Redesigned the entire application to improve the user experience

• Improved registration and authorization flow

• Added PNL report upload

• Implemented KYC policy

• Improved app stability and security

• Added the ability to purchase PXP

• Launched push notifications

• Added news and crypto school blocks

Our achievements by 
department

Mobile Apps

Interface



• Released Cryptolending MVP. 7 currencies are now available to users at pleasant 
interest rates

• Added new currencies (17 are now available as of June 16). The number of available 
cryptocurrencies will be soon increased to 27

• Redesigned withdrawal of funds from PointPay. Now it is carried out automatically 
and almost instantly

• Separated Savings and Regular accounts. This improved the user interface, increased 
work speed, and made it easier to search for regular transactions

• Redesigned mechanism for calculating interest on savings has been redesigned,  
which has significantly increased the stability of the operationality

• Redesigned the bank to make the interface more convenient

• Completely transferred Wallet to the Bank API. This allowed us to simplify product 
support, increase development efficiency, and reduce cost

• Redesigned exchange and added a dark theme

• Added a new exchange interface: Advanced Exchange

• Significantly increased the speed of the exchange due to the introduction of new and 
optimization of old components: Orderbook, New Matching Engine, and Open-high-
low-close chart (OHLCV) Service

• Added new trading pairs

• Implemented a new gateway for communication with cryptocurrency blockchains

• Rewritten key functionality in the Go programming language

• Redesigned deposits and withdrawals flow

• Redesigned the process of generating user addresses

• Working on the trading API to facilitate the transition of users to our platform (coming 
soon)

Our achievements by 
department

Crypto Exchange

CryptoBank



Methods Currencies

Mercuryo Visa/MasterCard USD, EUR, RUB, GBP, TRY, UAH, JPY, BRL, NGN, KES, 
ZAR, GHS, TZS, UGX

MoonPay Visa, MasterCard, SEPA (EU), FPS (UK 
- GBP), GooglePay, ApplePay, 
SumsungPay

AUD, BGN, BRL, CAD, CHF, CNY, COP, CZK, DKK, DOP, 
EGP, EUR, GBP, HKD, HRK, IDR, ILS, JPY, JOD, KES, KRW, 
KWD, LKR, MAD, MXN, MYR, NGN, NOK, NZD, OMR, PEN, 
PKR, PLN, RON, RUB, SEK, SGD, THB, TRY, TWD, USD, 
VND, ZAR

XanPool FPS transfers in Hong Kong, GoPay, 
UPI, DuitNow, InstaPay, PromptPay, 
PayNow, ViettelPay, Bank transfers in 
New Zealand, ID Pay

HKD, IDR, INR, MYR, PHP, THB, SGD, VND, NZD, AUD 

Itez Visa, MasterCard, Maestro, MIR EUR, USD, RUB, KZT, AZN, SGD, SEK, BYN, GBP, BRL, 
AUD, PLN, AMD, MDL, VND, TWD, UAH, INR, KRW, TRY, 
HKD, MYR, HUF, CAD.

AdvCash ADV wallet to crypto, Visa, MC, MIR RUB, USD, EUR, UAH, TRY, KZT, BRL, GBP

Transak SEPA, FPS transfer in the UK,  Card 
payments

USD, EUR, CHF, SEK, PLN, NOK, NZD, MXN, HKD, DKK, 
CAD, AUD, INR, DZD, ARS, BYN, BOB, BRL, CLP, COP, 
CRC, DOP, IDR, ILS, JPY, KRW, LAK, MYR, NPR, PYG, PEN, 
PHP, SGD, ZAR, TZS, THB, TRY, VND

Simplex SWIFT, SEPA, Visa, MasterCard, JCB 
(Japanese cards), ApplePay

ARS , AUD, AZN , BRL, GBP, BGN, CAD, CLP, COP, CRC, 
CZK, DKK, DOP, EUR , GEL, HKD, HUF, INR, IDR, ILS, JPY, 
KZT, MYR, MXN, MDL, MAD, NAD, TWD, NZD, NGN, NOK, 
PEN, UYU, PHP, PLN, QAR, RON, RUB, SAR, SGD, ZAR, 
KRW, SEK, CHF, TRY, UAH, AED, USD, UZS, VND

Over the past six months, we have added the ability to buy and sell cryptocurrencies 
through our partners. 

• Users can now purchase assets through the payment providers:

• Users can now sell assets through the payment providers: Mercuryo, XanPool, 
MoonPay

• Released the Payments Flow V1 for buying/selling Cryptocurrency; finalizing the 
design, and starting the development of Payments Flow V2. The new user design 
significantly simplifies and speeds up the process of buying/selling cryptocurrencies

Our achievements by 
department

Payment System



We restructured and reformed the DevOps department. This allowed us to perform massive 
work in the following fields:

High availability

• To make our services highly available, we migrated MongoDB, Kafka, and ELK to cloud-
managed services

• Deployed VPN servers in different regions and clouds. This provides our engineers and 
developers with high infrastructure availability in case of different network issues

Security, logging, and monitoring

• Developed an incident alerting system, which tracks infrastructure alerts, works with 
incident priority, controls if the incident is solved in time, and sends special alerts notifying 
responsible engineers about urgent or long-running incidents.

• Covered with monitoring, logging, and alerting every single part of our infrastructure

• Successfully avoided several DDOS attacks and developed DDOS protection procedures. 
In the scope of these procedures, we performed several network infrastructure changes 
and turned on corresponding AWS and Cloudflare DDOS protection features-

• Were actively working with external auditors on PCI DSS certification

• Network, security, application, and databases logs are now stored for 6 - 12 months

• Added eighteen more websites to application vulnerability scans performed monthly; 
these scans show potential threats in our perimeter from the hackers' perspective

Architecture

• Improved our software and infrastructure architecture procedures, created an architecture 
solutions group, and worked on the infrastructure visibility by improving our network and 
dataflow diagrams

CI/CD

• Worked on the improvement of speed, quality, and security of our BitBucket CI/CD 
pipelines

• Deployed AWS EKS clusters and developed GitLab CI/CD pipelines. This enabled us 
to significantly increase security and pipelines speed, as well as simplify the release process 

Our achievements by 
department

Infrastructure



• Completed the design of the future P2P service in light, dark and mobile versions

• Defined the main milestones, fully described and decomposed the user and technical 
logic of the service

• Started active development of the P2P platform

• Implemented a new production process that improved the quality, efficiency 
of development, and communication between departments

• Implemented Launchboard in the production environment

• Implemented the Voting module. It is a service that allows users to independently 
decide on the listing of each project on the platform by voting, as well as receive 
rewards in project tokens for temporarily staking their PXP

• Implemented a new administrative panel for the quick addition of projects and the 
flexible management of information on them

• Improved the process of listing new projects. This would allow adding new tokens from 
Launchboard to the PointPay ecosystem in the shortest possible time

• Expanded and improved the initial functionality of the services for the convenience 
of users

• Preparing the launch of the first project on the Launchboard platform

Our achievements by 
department

Launchboard

P2P Platform



• Registered a new service within the PointPay ecosystem, which inherited the Escrow 
core as a basis for developing the HR service (As of 18th April 2022)

• Built the initial design for the HR service; designed all of the main features for the 
competitive version of the project

• Completed Escrow core customization for further needs of the HR service. The HR 
contract is now fully compliant with the requirements for interaction between 
employees and employers, from viewing each other's BIOs to payment upon 
completion of work

• Implemented a routing function that divides the workspace into employer and 
employee spaces

• Added the ability to create your own BIO for both employees and employers
• Implemented two marketplaces for posting job vacancies and resumes. Through these 

marketplaces, an employee and an employer can start interacting with each other and 
conclude a contract

• Completed the development of the Escrow core - the basis for creating any kind 
of secure financial contract

• Completed the interface layout for interacting with contracts. There is a separate 
Escrow page, where you can see the list of available open contracts or create your own 
contract

• Developed a  system of notifications for contract-related actions. When 
updating/creating/inviting a user, emails and push notifications are sent to users. 
Invitations are also sent to users who are not registered on the platform if their email 
is added to the closed contract.

• Developed the mechanics of contract disputes. Now users can open a dispute if there is 
a disagreement during the course of the contract

• Developed an interactive admin panel for the Escrow service. Now you can track 
disputes and resolve them with the help of a team of moderators

• Implemented the ability to connect the admin panel to other C2C services (HR, p2p, etc.)

Our achievements by 
department

Escrow Platform

HR Talent Platform



PointPay is a crypto ecosystem consisting of many products. Previously, the user had to 
have an individual account for each product. 

As a result, our users faced several issues:

• Too many accounts with separate balances

• Users had to transfer funds from one account to another to complete the transaction

• Additional costs on creating and maintaining accounts

• Data consistency issues.

Unified Balance System
In Q2, 2022, we implemented the Unified Balance System – our major 
ecosystem improvement. 

We have developed the Unified Balance System, which provides unified storage of all 
balances, wallets, operations, and transactions. 

What PointPay products are affected?

PointPay Bank, Exchange, Wallet, Payments System, Escrow, HR Talent, and 
Launchboard Platforms for mobile apps and web interfaces.

How does it function?

The user has now two accounts in the PointPay system:
• Regular account is used for most of the PointPay ecosystem products. 
• Savings account is used for depositing funds to earn interest. 

Why is it important?

• Simplifying and improving the user experience for Crypto Bank, Exchange, Wallet, and 
Payments services

• Increasing control and transparency of user operations
• Reducing the cost of generating / duplicating user wallets and addresses
• Speeding up transfers, thus making users happier.

Before

Now



Our main goal for H2 2022 is to fully complete the PointPay
ecosystem and implement the full functionality of our products 
by the end of the year. 

Strategic Goals for the 
Second Half of 2022 

We are striving to provide a broad range of crypto solutions to users worldwide. Since 
we are constantly releasing new products, we plan to complete the existing solutions 
to meet the highest user expectations.

Complete the PointPay Ecosystem

We are aimed at growing our payment providers’ network to allow our users to buy or sell 
crypto easily using the preferred payment option. Furthermore, we are working on creating 
a seamless payment flow, so there will be no interruptions in operations (planned for 
release at the beginning of Q3).

Add New Payment Providers & New Payments Flow

The PointPay Launchboard is a token launch platform that allows new, innovative, and 
promising projects to raise funds. We plan to complete the full functionality of this product 
and list promising projects on our platform.

Release Full Launchboard Functionality and Add New Listings

We plan to broaden our partnerships to offer the most advanced solutions in the DeFi and 
NFT spaces. By partnering with other cryptocurrency exchanges, we can negotiate 
reasonable terms for PXP traders and investors.

Establish New Partnerships (NFT, DeFi, Exchange)



Strategic Goals for the 
Second Half of 2022 

Next half a year, we plan to introduce more than 100 new trading pairs. Furthermore, 
we strive to add new blockchains to our system so that users can choose the preferred 
network for deposits and withdrawals.

Add 100 new trading pairs

We are now developing new P2P services that would allow you to easily buy or sell crypto 
peer to peer from another platform’s user.

Launch PointPay P2P Trading Platform

We are planning to conduct more token burns in the second half of 2022, which should 
reduce the number of PXPs in circulation. The token burns as well as the listings on the 
major cryptocurrency exchanges should have a positive impact on the value of our native 
token.

More burns & listings for PXP token

PaySys is a new service we're planning to introduce, aimed at the B2B segment. After 
passing the KYB procedure, companies would be able to assess various crypto solutions, 
such as payment cryptocurrency payments for businesses, corporate exchange accounts, 
and much more.

Launch B2B solution - PaySys

Obtaining an International Banking license will allow our blockchain-based bank to conduct 
business with individuals and companies worldwide. A Forex exchange license will allow 
us to expand the range of instruments traded on our platform by gaining access to foreign 
exchange trading.

Obtain International Banking & Forex Licenses



Contacts

PointPay LLC

Address:

Certificate:

Email: 

First St. Vincent Bank Ltd Building, 
P. O Box 1574, James Street, 
Kingstown, St. Vincent & the 
Grenadines

1120 LLC 2021

info@pointpay.io

Download Our Apps
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